
3D Sitting Frog 


Celebrating World Frog Day, on the 20th March, why not 
create a 3D Frog inspired by our Froggy Friends!


Tools and Materials:


- Coloured Paper 

- Pencil 

- Glue Stick

- Scissors




So first of all we want to create a lily pad for our frog to sit 
on (also to attach the spring to to make our frog stand up!). 
A lil pad is a bit like a circle with a triangle cut out of it like 
this 


When you are happy with your lily pad you can start with 
your frog - try and make sure it isn’t bigger than the lily pad!

 



Once you have cut your frog out you can use some yellow 
paper to create a stomach for him - just to make the frog 
look a bit more detailed


Now to create the spring to attach him to the lily pad 
cutting two narrow strips of paper and folding them in on 
each other to make a spring - start at right angles and keep 
folding the paper in on itself 




We glue the feet of the frog to the lily pad and then the 
spring to the back of the frog and the lily pad too to keep it 
upright and attached!






Now to decorate your frog - we decided to draw on the 
eyes but cut out a tongue to stick on. Using a small strip of 
paper you can curl it round a pencil to look more authentic 




Now that our frog is beginning to take shape - you can add 
extra decoration - we thought some “froggy freckles” could 
be fun as well as a flower for our lily pad - sketch them out, 
cut out and stick on like so




There you have it your very own “3D Sitting Frog”!





